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ABSTRACT
NTCIR9-RITE is the first shared-task of recognizing tex-
tual inference in texts written in Japanese, Simplified Chi-
nese, or Traditional Chinese. JAIST team participates in
three subtasks for Japanese: Binary-class, Entrance exam
and RITE4QA. We adopt a machine learning approach for
these subtasks, combining various kinds of entailment fea-
tures by using machine learning techniques. In our system,
we use a Machine Translation engine to automatically pro-
duce English translation of the Japanese data, and both orig-
inal Japanese data and its translation are used to train an
entailment classifier. Experimental results show the effec-
tiveness of our method. Although our system is lightweight
and does not require deep semantic analysis or extensive
linguistic engineering, it obtained the first rank (accuracy of
58%) among participant groups on the Binary-class subtask
for Japanese.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Natural Language Processing]: Text Analysis, Lan-
guage parsing and understanding

General Terms
Theory, Languages

Keywords
Textual Entailment, Machine Learning, Machine Transla-
tion

1. INTRODUCTION
Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) is a fundamental

task in Natural Language Understanding. It has been pro-
posed as an applied semantic framework to model language
variability [4]. Given two text portions T (text) and H (hy-
pothesis), the task is to determine whether the meaning of
H can be inferred from the meaning of T.

RTE can potentially be applied in many NLP tasks, such
as Question Answering or Text Summarization. Applica-
tions of RTE have been reported in several tasks: Question
Answering [8], Information Extraction [17]. In these studies,
RTE has been integrated as an important component. For
instance, in Question Answering [8], a RTE component was
used to determine if a candidate answer is the right answer
for a question or not.

RTE task has been received much attention in NLP re-
search community, recently. There have been several RTE
shared tasks hold by TAC conference [1], and many dedi-
cated RTE workshops.

This year, NTCIR9 Workshop holds the RITE (Recogniz-
ing Textual Inference in TExt) shared-task which is the first
attempt of constructing a common benchmark for evaluating
systems which automatically detect entailment, paraphrase,
and contradiction in texts written in Japanese, Simplified
Chinese, or Traditional Chinese [18]. There are four sub-
tasks offered by the shared-task organizers: Binary-class
(BC), Multi-class (MC), Entrance Exam, and RITE4QA
subtask.

JAIST team participates in three subtasks for Japanese:
BC subtask, Entrance Exam, and RITE4QA subtask. This
paper describes our RTE system used in the shared-task.

Our RTE system is based on machine learning. The RTE
task is formulated as a binary classification problem and ma-
chine learning methods are applied to combine entailment
features extracted from each pair of text T and hypothesis
H. The advantage of machine learning-based approaches to
RTE is that multiple entailment features can be easily com-
bined to learn an entailment classifier. Entailment features
in our system are mainly based on distance and similarity
measures applied on two text portions.

In our RTE system, for each Japanese pair T/H, we use
a Machine Translation (MT) engine to produce its English
translation, and both the original pair and its translation are
used to determine whether the entailment relationship exists
in the pair. Our method is based on a reasonable assumption
that if T entails H then the translation T’ should entail the
translation H’. We expect that this bilingual constraint can
be used to improve the performance of the RTE system.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents some related work to our research. Section 3
describes our machine-learning-based system. In Section 4,
we present experimental results for BC subtask, Entrance
Exam subtask and RITEQA subtask. In Section 5, we dis-
cuss entailment phenomena observed in the Japanese RTE
corpus. Finally, Section 6 gives conclusions and some re-
marks.

2. RELATED WORK
Mehadad et al. [14] proposed the cross-lingual textual en-

tailment (CLTE) task in which text T and hypothesis H are
written in different languages. A basic solution for CLTE
task was proposed, in which a Machine Translation (MT)
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Figure 1: System Architecture of Japanese RTE

system is added to the front-end of an existing RTE engine.
For instance, for a pair of English text and Spanish hypoth-
esis, the hypothesis will be translated into English and then,
the RTE engine will be applied on the pair of the text and
the translation of the hypothesis. This approach has advan-
tages in terms of modularity but suffer the main limitation
of error propagation from the MT component [15]. Another
limitation of the basic solution is that it reduces the possi-
bility to control the behaviour of the RTE engine because of
unpredictable errors propagated from the MT system.

Mehadad et al. [15] proposed a new approach to CLTE
task, which takes advantages of bilingual corpora by extract-
ing information from the phrase-table to enrich inference
and entailment rules, and using extracted rules for a dis-
tance based entailment system. Effects of bilingual corpora
to monolingual TE were also analysed. The main idea of
that work is to increase the coverage of monolingual para-
phrase tables by extracting paraphrases from bilingual par-
allel corpora and use extracted paraphrases for monolingual
RTE. This approach requires monolingual paraphrase tables
of the two languages.

Our approach makes use of Machine Translation for mono-
lingual RTE. In our machine-learning-based RTE system, we
combine both features extracted from data in original lan-
guage and from translation data produced by a MT compo-
nent to learn an entailment classifier.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In our paper, we adopt the machine learning based ap-

proach to building RTE system. A RTE problem is for-
mulated as a binary classification problem in which each
instance consists of a pair of the text T and the hypothesis
H.

In this section, we describe our RTE system. Our RTE
system is divided into four main modules as shown in Fig-
ure 1: bilingual enrichment, preprocessing, feature extrac-
tion, and training.

For each Japanese pair T/H, first, it is automatically trans-
lated into English using a MT engine. Then in preprocess-
ing, both the Japanese pair and its associated translation
pair are analysed. After that, features extracted from the

pair and its English translation pair are input to a classifier
to determine the label for the pair.

Our system used Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [21,
3], a robust method for classification problems, to train the
entailment classifier which can determine whether the text
T entails the hypothesis H for each pair T/H. We tried sev-
eral machine learning methods, such as Maximum Entropy
Model [2], yet SVM obtained the best performance.

3.1 Bilingual Enrichment
In order to make use of English translation data for RTE,

original RTE corpus in Japanese is automatically translated
into English, using Google Translator Toolkit1.

3.2 Preprocessing

3.2.1 Japanese Pairs
We used Cabocha tool [20] for data preprocessing. For

each pair, preprocessing process consists of tokenizing, chunk-
ing, named-entity recognition, and dependency parsing. Parsed
content of each sentence is represented in XML format.

3.2.2 English Pairs
Each Japanese T/H pair in our corpus is associated with

its English translation. We use Stanford-CoreNLP tool to
perform preprocessing for English pairs2. Stanford-CoreNLP
provides a set of fundamental natural language processing
tools which can take raw English text input. At lexical level,
we use the tool for tokenization, lemmatization, part-of-
speech tagging, and named-entity recognition. At syntactic
level, dependency parsing is performed.

3.3 Entailment Classifier
Our system trains an entailment classifier which can de-

cide whether the meaning of a hypothesis H can be inferred
from a text T. Each pair T/H is represented by a feature vec-
tor 〈f1, ..., fm〉 which contains multiple similarity measures

1Google Translator Toolkit: http://translate.google.
com/toolkit
2Stanford CoreNLP is available on: http://nlp.stanford.
edu/software/corenlp.shtml



of the pair and some other features. For each training in-
stance consisting of a pair T/H, features are extracted from
both the original pair in Japanese and its associated En-
glish translation pair. In the rest of this section, we describe
features used in the entailment classifier.

3.3.1 Similarity Features
A large part of lexical features used in the entailment clas-

sifier are similar to features used in [13]. We used different
kinds of text similarity/distance measures applied on the
pair and its English translation. These measures capture
how H is covered by T.

For each pair T/H (Japanese pair or English translation
pair), text similarity/distance measures are applied on two
pairs of strings:

• Pair 1: Two strings which consist of words of T and
H in surface forms. Punctuations and special charac-
ters are removed. Stop words are removed for English
pairs.

• Pair 2: Two strings which consist of base forms of
words in T and H, respectively. Punctuations and spe-
cial character are removed. Stop words are removed for
English pairs.

We give a brief description of lexical features used in En-
tailment classifier as follows.
a) Word overlap

Word-overlap feature captures lexical-based semantic over-
lap between T and H, which is a score based on matching
each word in H with some words in T [5]. Japanese Word-
Net and English WordNet [6] are used in computing lexical
matching. Matching criterion for two English words are the
same as in [5]. For Japanese, a word hw in H is considered
as a match with a word tw in T if they have the same sur-
face or base form, or hw is hypernym, meronym, or entailed
word or of tw.
b) Levenshtein distance

Levenshtein distance [11] of two strings is the minimum
number of edit operations needed to transform a string to
the other. Allowable edit operations are deletion, insertion,
or substitution of single character. In our system, edit dis-
tances from T to H are computed.
c) BLEU measures

BLEU score is a popular evaluation metric used in auto-
matic machine translation [16]. It measures how a transla-
tion generated by a MT system is close to reference trans-
lations. The main idea is to compute n-gram matching
between automatically generated translations and reference
translations. In RTE problem, we used BLEU precision of
H and T (T is cast as a reference translation) based on uni-
gram, 2-gram, and 3-gram. Both baseline BLEU precision
and modified n-gram precision are used.
d) Longest Common Subsequence String (LCS)

LCS feature computes the length of the longest common
subsequence string between T and H [9]. The LCS feature
is normalized by dividing by the length of H.
e) Other similarity/distance measures

We compute various similarity/distance measures which
have been used for RTE: Jaccard coefficient, Mahatan dis-
tance, Euclidean distance, Jaro-Winkler distance, Cosine
Similarity, and Dice Coefficient. For details of these mea-
sures, see [13].

3.3.2 Entailment Probability
The entailment probability that T entails H is computed

based on the probabilistic entailment model in [7]. The main
idea is that the probability that the entailment relationship
exists in the pair, P (H |T ) is computed via the probability
that each individual word in H is entailed by T. The prob-
ability P (H |T ) is computed by the following equation:

P (H |T ) =
∏

j

P (hj |T ) (1)

where the probability P (hj |T ) is defined as the probability
that the word hj in H is entailed by T.

P (hj |T ) = max
i

P (hj |ti) (2)

In Equation 2, P (hj |ti) can be interpreted as the lexical
entailment score between words ti and hj . By this decom-
position, the overall probability P (H |T ) is computed by the
following equation.

P (H |T ) =
∏

j

max
i

P (hj |ti) (3)

The lexical entailment score of two words w1 and w2 is com-
puted by using the word similarity score between them. For
English, lexical entailment scores are computed based on
Levenshtein distance as in [12]

sim(w1, w2) = 1−
dist(w1, w2)

max (length(w1), length(w2))
(4)

For Japanese pairs, we use the Japanese thesaurus, Ni-
hongo goitaikei [10] to compute the similarity of two words.

3.3.3 Dependency-parse-based Features
Dependency relation overlap has been used in paraphrase

identification [22]. For RTE task, we use dependency re-
lation precision of H and T which is computed using the
following equation:

precisiond =
|relations(H) ∩ relations(T )|

|relations(H)|
(5)

where relations(s) denotes the set of head-modifier relations
of the sentence s.

3.3.4 Named-Entity mismatch
In a pair T/H, if the hypothesis contains a named-entity

which does not occur in the text, the text may not entail
the hypothesis. We use an indicator function π to compute
the named-entity mismatch feature of T and H: π(T,H) = 1
if H contains a named-entity that does not occur in T and
π(T,H) = 0, otherwise. We compute named-entity mis-
match for both Japanese pairs and their associated English
translation pairs.

3.3.5 Polarity Mismatch
The polarity mismatch in a pair T/H may indicate that

T does not entail H. We compute polarity mismatch in a
pair T/H using the Polarity Weighted Word List [19]. In
that list, each Japanese word is associated with a weight
that indicates whether the word has positive meaning or
negative meaning. We use an indicator function to capture
if words in the root nodes of dependency parses of T and H
have opposite polarity.



Table 1: Data statistics
Dataset Y N Total
BC Subtask - Dev set 250 250 500
BC Subtask - Test set 250 250 500
Exam Subtask - Dev set 204 295 499
Exam Subtask - Test set 181 261 442
RITE4QA Test set 106 858 964

Table 2: BC Subtask Results
Methods Accuracy
SVM bi 0.580 (290/500)
SVM mono 0.566 (283/500)
MEM mono 0.552 (276/500)

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 Data set
Thanks to NTCIR workshop organizers for providing bench-

mark data to evaluate RTE systems.
For BC subtask and Exam subtask, we trained entailment

classification models on the development portion and evalu-
ated on the test portion provided for each subtask. Develop-
ment set was not provided for RITE4QA subtask, so we used
the development set of the Exam subtask to train entailment
classifiers. Table 1 provides some statistical information of
the data sets. While label distribution of BC subtask’s data
sets is balanced, in Exam subtask and RITE4QA subtask,
the number of “N”pairs is much greater than the number of
“Y” pairs.

4.2 Submitted runs
JAIST team submitted three runs for BC subtask (Japanese)

as follows:

• Run 1 (SVM bi) used libSVM [3] as the machine-
learning tool and all features extracted from original
Japanese pairs and their associated English transla-
tion pairs. We tuned parameters for learning on the
development set by using parameter selection tool in
the libSVM package.

• Run 2 (SVM mono) used libSVM as the machine-
learning tool and monolingual features extracted from
original Japanese pairs. We compare the result ob-
tained in Run 2 with the result of Run 1 to see whether
bilingual constraints can improve performance of the
system.

• Run 3 (MEM mono) used Maximum Entropy Model
as the machine-learning tool and monolingual features
extracted from original Japanese pairs.

For Exam subtask and RITE4QA subtask, we submitted
the results obtained by SVM mono, SVM bi, and a baseline
method based on lexical matching (LLM method).

4.3 Experimental Results
Official results achieved on test sets of BC subtask, Exam

subtask, and RITE4QA subtask are shown on Table 2, Ta-
ble 3 and Table 4, respectively. Classification accuracy was
used as the evaluation measure for all three subtasks. For

Table 3: Exam Subtask Results
Methods Accuracy
LLM 0.622 (275/442)
SVM bi 0.652 (288/442)
SVM mono 0.652 (288/442)

Table 4: RITE4QA Subtask Results

Methods Acc Top1 MMR5
LLM 0.560 0.180 0.276
SVM bi 0.676 0.151 0.260
SVM mono 0.694 0.166 0.273

Table 5: Error Statistics
Method (Subtask) False-positive False-negative
SVM bi (BC) 107 103
SVM mono (BC) 101 116
SVM bi (Exam) 57 97
SVM mono (Exam) 57 97
SVM bi (RITE4QA) 243 69
SVM mono (RITE4QA) 238 57

the RITE4QA subtask, to evaluate the impact of the RTE
engine on the QA system, Top1 and MMR5 were used.

As can be seen in the Table 2, the SVM bi method achieved
the best accuracy. The performance of SVM mono is slightly
above MEM mono. However, the improvement achieved
with SVM bi is not statistically significant (we used Mc-
Nemar Test with p < 0.05).

In Exam subtask, the accuracy of SVM mono is as good
as SVM bi; and in RITE4QA subtask, SVM mono achieved
better accuracy than SVM bi. In experiments, initial pa-
rameters used in SVM training (the cost C and the gamma
in the RBF kernel function) affect the performance of entail-
ment classifiers in testing. When we use default parameters
provided by the tool libSVM, SVM bi achieved better ac-
curacy than SVM mono on the test set of Exam subtask3.
Unexpectedly, in Exam subtask, and RITE4QA the experi-
mental results did not show any superior improvement when
using Machine Translation. However, we argue that we can
improve overall performance of RTE system if the quality of
the MT component is improved.

4.4 Result Analysis
Table 5 compares the number of false-positive pairs and

false-negative pairs predicted by SVM mono and SVM bi on
the test set of each subtask. False-positive pairs are pairs
which are predicted as “Y” pairs by a system while in gold
standard, they are “N” pairs. False-negative pairs are pairs
which are predicted as “N” pairs by a system while in gold
standard, they are “Y” pairs

Analysing false-positive pairs predicted by SVM bi, we
see that false-positive pairs mainly come from “N” pairs in
which H is highly covered by T in terms of lexical. A possi-
ble explanation for this might be that features used to train
classifiers are mainly based on text similarity/distance mea-
sures.

In many “N” pairs, the label may be decided by a “cue-

3SVM mono and SVM bi achieved accuracies of 65.6% and
69.4%, respectively



# ID Text Hypothesis Dataset Label
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Figure 2: Some examples in BC-test set

Table 6: Feature Analysis

Setting BC Exam
SVM mono + LemmaSim 56.2% (-0.4) 65.1% (-0.5)
SVM mono + SurSim 56.6% (+0) 64.5% (-1.1)
SVM mono + SynSem 53.4% (-3.2) 64.0% (-1.6)
SVM mono + LemmaSim + SurSim 56.8% (+0.2) 64.5% (-1.1)
SVM mono + LemmaSim + SynSem 56.2% (-0.4) 65.6% (+0)
SVM mono + SurSim + SynSem 56.0% (-0.6) 66.1% (+0.5)
SVM mono + All Features 56.6% 65.6%
SVM bi + LemmaSim 57.2% (+0.4) 68.1% (-1.3)
SVM bi + SurSim 57.0% (+0.2) 65.8% (-3.6)
SVM bi + SynSem 53.4% (-3.4) 65.6% (-3.8)
SVM bi + LemmaSim + SurSim 58.2% (+1.4) 68.3% (-1.1)
SVM bi + LemmaSim + SynSem 55.8% (-1.0) 69.2% (-0.2)
SVM bi + SurSim + SynSem 56.2% (-0.6) 69.9% (+0.5)
SVM bi + All Features 56.8% 69.4%

difference” between H and T. For instance, in the pair 9 in
Figure 2, the “cue-difference” is in two phrases “Ig Nobel
Prize” and ”Nobel Prize”. We argue that in order to detect
these false-entailment pairs, we need to develop an alignment
component to align corresponding constituents between T
and H and design an algorithm for weighting importance of
“differences” in the pair based on the alignment.

Among true-entailment pairs which our systems do not
correctly detect, many pairs use complicated entailment and
paraphrasing rules, such as pair 1 and pair 148 as shown
in Figure 2. For instance, in pair 148, we need a rule
“housewives and seeking-job people do not have workplaces”.
Therefore, a large paraphrase table of paraphrasing phrases
and a database of entailment rules are needed for the task.

As can be seen in Table 2, the number of false-positive
pairs predicted by SVM bi is greater than the one predicted
by SVM mono. It may indicate that the MT component
used in SVM bi provides more evidences for detecting entail-
ment relationship in“Y”pairs which have high word overlap.
Pair 28 in Figure 2 is an example pair which correctly pre-
dicted by SVM bi but incorrectly predicted by SVM mono.

4.5 Feature Analysis
We conduct feature analyses in order to understand im-

pact of features on the performance of machine-learning-
based RTE systems.

We divide features set into three categories as follows.

• LemmaSim consists of similarity features computed
on base/lemma form of each pair T/H.

• SurSim consists of similarity features applied on sur-
face form of each pair T/H.

• SynSem consists of other features: entailment proba-
bility, dependency-parse based features, named-entity
mismatch, and polarity features.

Entailment classifiers are trained using above features sub-
sets and combination of them on the development sets. In
order to avoid effects of selecting initial parameters in SVM
training on performance of RTE systems, we used default
parameters of libSVM package. Table 6 shows accuracies of
various settings on the test sets of BC and Exam subtasks.

Feature analyses indicated that similarity features signif-
icantly contribute to the performance of RTE systems. As



Table 7: Ablation Tests
Ablated Resource BC Exam
JWordNet 0% 0%
Goi Taikei 0.2% 0.2%
Polarity Words -0.2% 0.7%
JWordNet + Goi Taikei 0.2% 0.2%
JWordNet + Polarity Words -0.2% 0.5%
Goi Taikei + Polarity Words -0.2% -0.4%
JWordNet + Goi Taikei + Polarity Words 0% 0%

shown in Table 6, without using similarity features, the accu-
racies of SVM bi and SVM mono decrease much. Similarity
features applied on base form representation of each pair
T/H and its English translation (in the group LemmaSim)
are important in exam subtask while the contribution of
features in SynSem group is not so significant in both two
subtasks.

4.6 Ablation Tests
In RTE task, it is interesting to know how additional re-

sources or components contribute to the performance of our
Japanese RTE system. This section presents ablation tests
for two subtasks. We only analyse the effects of RTE re-
sources and components to SVM mono method to avoid un-
predictable errors propagated from the Machine Translation
component.

Table 7 provides performance differences between of the
SVM mono using complete additional resources and the sys-
tem without using some resources. The percentages shown
in Table 7 indicate the contribution of resources to the per-
formance of the system. As indicated in the table, the im-
pact of additional resources on the performance of our sys-
tem is not so significant. A possible explanation for this may
be that resources were used only in computing a small sub-
set of features in our system. Specifically, Japanese WordNet
was used to compute word-overlapping features, Nihongo goi
taikei was used to compute entailment probability feature,
and Polarity Word List was used to compute polarity mis-
match in a pair.

5. DISCUSSION
This section discusses entailment phenomena in the RTE

corpus. We have observed the data and tried to classify
linguistic phenomena of textual entailment. We distinguish
true-entailment pairs and false-entailment pairs. Table 3
shows some example T/H pairs in BC-subtask’s develop-
ment set.

5.1 True-Entailment Pairs

5.1.1 Type 1: World Knowledge based Inference
In order to determine label for a pair in this type, world

knowledge is indispensable. In the pair, we cannot make a
decision based on only textual evidences conveyed in the text
and the hypothesis. For instance, in the pair 26 shown in
Figure 3, we cannot determine whether the text entails the
hypothesis if we do not know that the person called Oyama
Nobuyo is a woman.

5.1.2 Type 2: Inference based on paraphrasing and
entailment words/phrases

In pairs of this type, the decision can be made based on
paraphrasing phrases or entailment words. For instance, in
the pair 25 (Figure 3), it uses paraphrasing phrases pair
“captured the heart of the public”and“attracted the public.”

5.1.3 Type 3: Hypotheses are facts extracted from
texts

In a pair of this type, information conveyed in the hy-
pothesis is a fact which can be extracted from the text. An
example is the pair 496 as shown in Figure 3.

5.2 False-Entailment Pairs

5.2.1 Type 1: Negation structure
In a pair of this type, the hypothesis may use negation

structures, and the meaning of the hypothesis contrasts with
meaning of the text. An example is the pair 188 as shown
in Figure 3.

5.2.2 Type 2: Hypothesis discusses an aspect of a
topic, which is not mentioned in text

In the pair 206 (Figure 3), the text said that human being
can understand language. However, the hypothesis said that
human being is the only animal that can acquire language,
which is not mentioned in the text.

5.2.3 Type 3: Ambiguity
In the pair 17, the hypothesis is completely covered by the

text, but the remaining part of the text inverses the label of
the pair.

5.2.4 Type 4: Wrong inference rules
In pairs of this type, there are inference rules that are not

necessarily true. For instance, in the pair 357 (figure 3),
the text said that average income in Japan is higher than in
England, but it is not necessarily true that Japanese people
are happier than English people.

Textual entailment phenomenon discussed above indicated
that the RTE task has very complicated nature, and exten-
sive encoded world knowledge in the machine-readable form
is indispensable for the RTE task.

6. CONCLUSION
We have presented our system which participated in the

Binary-class, Entrance exam, and RITE4QA subtasks. Our
system is based on machine learning, and multiple entail-
ment features extracted from both original Japanese pairs
and their English translation are combined to learn the En-
tailment classifier. Experimental results have shown some
interesting points. First, although our system does not re-
quire deep semantic analysis and extensive linguistic engi-
neering, it obtained the best accuracy (58%) in the Binary-
class subtask for Japanese on the test set among partic-
ipant groups. Second, our study has indicated that Ma-
chine Translation may be used to improve performance of
the RITE system.

Our study still has several major limitations. First, the
system is not very precise at detecting hard false-entailment
pairs in which hypothesis H is highly covered by text T. Sec-
ond, due to the lack of a entailment rule database and a large
paraphrasing tables, our system fail to detect entailment re-
lationship in pairs that use complex inference rules. We plan
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Belarus and Poland have the same national border. 

ljimn,(i)jk#vsh

#6;L 

Poland and Belarus are not 

neighbors. 

N

198 wxy3Pzh{m|jmk}~?���8.

;AL 

Internship has been introduced in nearly 80% of 

universities. 

���A��.3z%#{m|j

mk}~*��hTAL 

All students who want can 

experience an internship. 

N

206 ��3�#%�8�T$��*���A��*

�S.;AL 

The human brain naturally has the ability to 

understand language. 

��#��3�h����*��

-UL 

Human is the only animal can 

communication by using language 

N

357 �b�3����#{ ¡¢3B84£¤6£

¥h@AL 

Japanese average income is considerably higher 

than English people. 

�b�#{ ¡¢�4£¦§dL 

Japanese people are happier than 

English people 

N

496 ¨©ª«�3¬13®�¯*°S$1±²j

³j?$´µ*¶e.·¸61¹Fº·�A´

µ1±3»¼½*¾¿;hÀ��AL 

Before the Time Day’s June 10th, the watchmaker 

introduces a series of new products of radio clocks 

which fix the time exactly using radio waves. 

¨©ª«�#13®�dL 

 

 

 

June 10
th

 is the Time Day. 

Y

 

Figure 3: Example pairs in BC subtask’s development set

to address these problems by developing an alignment com-
ponent and acquiring entailment/paraphrasing rules from
large text corpus.
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